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Speech of Ambassador Rolf Nikel, German Disarmament Commissioner, on opening 

the 1st Workshop of the “Deep Cuts Commission”, 

Hamburg, 28 October 2013 

 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, 

It is a great pleasure for me to address such a distinguished audience on the 

occasion of the First Workshop of the “Deep Cuts”-Commission.  

 

I am convinced that this trilateral approach to Arms Control and Disarmament makes 

a lot of sense.  It certainly is an honour for the German Federal Foreign Office to 

contribute to  this undertaking! 

 

Your Commission brings together experts from Germany, the US and Russia. All our 

countries have their strategic culture, all of them play a specific role in arms control. 

Without some sort of agreement between the US and Russia arms control will not 

advance.  

Germany can and should be a catalyst in this endeavour. The world is in dire need of 

fresh thinking on these matters. We expect your work to be both creative and 

realistic. There is a premium on new ideas to get us out of the impasse!  

 

I would like to offer a few comments and four theses on the current state of affairs. I 

will also touch upon some of the issues raised in your impressive papers.  

 

1. Arms Control and Disarmament are in deep waters 

Nuclear arms control is not in the headlines and it is challenging business. But it is 

enormously important for security and stability in Europe and beyond.  
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There are still about 17.000 deployed and non-deployed nuclear weapons around. 

We are increasingly confronted with critical questions: What is the added-value of 

nuclear weapons when it comes to dealing with terrorism, with regional conflicts? 

 

Is the money spent on life-extension of nuclear warheads well spent? All our 

governments work hard to reduce public debt. Will this mean deep cuts in military 

budgets as well? Is deterrence still working in an extremely complex world or are we 

rather fuelling the desire of some to join the nuclear club by taking the back door?  

 

We are well advised to keep asking ourselves these questions. Historically, nuclear 

weapons have played a disciplinary role. Unlike chemical or biological weapons, 

unlike cluster ammunition they have been at the very centre of the international 

strategic order of the Cold War. They are not any longer. 

 

In order to reach the common goal “Global zero” we cannot simply take a short cut. 

Banning nuclear weapons with the stroke of a pen seems difficult. We have to take 

the long way and deal with all the difficult, sometimes highly technical questions. This 

is why this Commission’s task is so important!  

 

Most of us welcomed President Obama’s recent speech in Berlin. His offer to start 

talks on negotiated deep cuts in the nuclear arsenals of the US and Russia raised 

hopes that a new disarmament round could be in the offing. Obama made a strong 

case for going down to potentially 1.000 strategic warheads as the next logical step. 

He also called for including substrategic nuclear weapons, in close cooperation with 

allied partners.  

 

Alas, things did not play out as hoped. Russia did not seem to share the assessment 

that today’s strategic environment is conducive to further nuclear cuts. It did not reject 

talks outright, but Russian conditions are hard to fulfill:  

First all Nuclear Weapon States should take part in the next round. This demand 

dates back to the Cold War era.  
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In our view, the two states with the largest arsenals should lead by example. In the 

long run, though, it is inevitable that the other Nuclear Weapon States join talks – and 

the non-NPT-Nuclear Weapons States must become part of the process, too.  

 

The other objections to Obama’s suggestion are more fundamental. In Russia’s 

perception strategic stability must take into account developments in Missile Defence, 

Outer Space, Conventional Arms Control and new Conventional Capabilities.  

 

Whether US-RUS cooperation on Chemical Weapons in Syria and possible progress 

on Iran will have a positive impact on the general relationship between the US and 

RUS remains to be seen. 

 

2. A comprehensive approach towards Arms Control and disarmament is necessary 

Your agenda and many of your papers indicate that you share this holistic approach. 

The Federal Government is convinced that all of the Russian concerns can be 

addressed. We are aware that progress will require stamina and perseverance.  

Let me comment on some of them: 

Missile Defence should be organized in a cooperative manner:  

Looking at the technical parameters, current plans do not pose a threat to the 

Russian nuclear deterrent. And this applies to both, intentions and objective 

capabilities. 

 

First on intentions: The underlying philosophy of the European phased adaptive 

approach towards MD is well known. We need a capability to deal with threats 

emanating from states of concern. Russia is definitely not one of them! 

 

On capabilities: Phase IV of the European Phased Approach was cancelled by the 

US side. One does not have to be a rocket-scientist to understand that the speed of 

the interceptors deployed in Phase III does not allow them to take down a modern 
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Russian strategic missile.  

 

Besides, modern Russian rockets such as the Bulava or Topol-missiles are capable 

of deploying decoy-mechanisms. It would thus take several interceptors to at least 

somewhat increase the nevertheless slim chance of an interception. Given the 

number of interceptors foreseen in Phase III, the Missile Defence-system does not 

constitute a challenge at all.  

In the past the Russian side argued that after Phase IV there would be a Phase V 

and VI. This argument has lost its punch after the cancellation of phase IV.  

 

Moreover, there are questions as to the performance of the system under real world 

conditions. Could it be that RUS is taking too seriously a capability that might not 

function as well as some of its more ardent proponents want us to believe? 

 

At the end of the day, the issue of Missile Defense could be overcome if there was 

enough political will. Transparency and confidence building measures are key. A joint 

exercise was carried out in Germany in 2012. Even though no final report could be 

agreed upon this was a very useful endeavor. 

Conventional arms control in Europe must be modernized. 

This is an area of particular importance to the German Government. The current 

system is in urgent need of modernization. The CFE-Treaty is not functioning the way 

it should. ACFE has never entered into force.  

 

We are working within NATO to foster consensus on a new package we could offer to 

our partners. One of our key ideas is that numbers and limits on equipments alone 

have little significance. What matters are capabilities, their deployability, sustainability 

etc.  

 

Lack of trust is the key problem for security in Europe. To increase security, we need 

greater transparency of military capabilities. If we are aware of evolving capabilities, 
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there will be no surprises. Knowing what’s going on elsewhere would constitute an 

important benefit in times of austerity: Defense planning could be adjusted 

accordingly. 

 

However, transparency alone - without verification - is of no great avail. Verification 

will have to be part of any new system. The buzz word here is verifiable 

transparency, a concept that Germany defends internationally. 

 

We also need to think hard about regional stability. After all it was this type of 

challenge that derailed earlier attempts at conventional arms control in Europe.  

 

Let me be clear: Arms Control cannot solve regional conflicts. But it can contribute to 

creating an environment conducive to political solutions.  

 

Another tough question concerns special arrangements for the so-called critical flank 

regions. Agreeing on a new paradigm will require a lot of work.  

 

Arms Control in Outer Space should begin with  a “Code of Conduct”: 

Russia is advocating a legally binding treaty which would oblige State parties to 

refrain from being the first to install weapons in outer space. The US and others take 

issue with this proposal on the grounds that it does not lend itself to verification. 

Furthermore, it raises difficult terminological questions.  

 

For our part, we favor a pragmatic approach. The EU is currently introducing a Code 

of Conduct for Outer Space Activities, which contains at least some pertinent 

regulations, e.g. a ban of kinetic anti-missile tests. Over time, this Code, which in 

itself is only politically binding, might pave the way for a more ambitious legal 

framework. Russia is taking part in the consultations, but has not yet defined its 

position.  
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In your papers you deal with other challenges, e.g. Prompt Global Strike (PGS).  The 

big challenge in this context is the risk that a PGS-device is mistaken for a nuclear 

weapon. Considering budgetary and technological constraints, the jury is still out as 

to the feasibility of PGS.  I encourage you to keep looking into this.  

 

Reading your recommendations for action, I see a broad consensus on the need to 

look at things in a comprehensive manner. There is a danger of these issues 

becoming tangled up in a Gordian knot. Unraveling this knot requires patience. But 

we cannot afford to simply put up with the status quo! 

 

3. An impasse would threaten the NPT-Regime:  

Progress or lack of progress in disarmament and arms control directly translates into 

the NPT-Review Process. The current review cycle is reaching its critical stage with 

the last PrepCom next April.  

 

The ongoing First Committee-discussions at the UN in N.Y. show that many States 

feel increasingly frustrated with the slow progress in these matters. As a 

consequence we observe a growing interest in debates outside of the traditional 

multilateral disarmament framework.  

 

The Conference on Disarmament is dysfunctional. Therefore it comes as no surprise 

that the so-called humanitarian approach is taking centre stage. There are different 

objectives behind this approach. One of them is the desire to conclude a 

comprehensive nuclear convention. I wonder whether this goal can succeed at this 

point in time.  

 

In any case let us be pragmatic and realistic and not distract attention from NPT-

obligations such as the implementation of the NPT Action Plan.  
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No matter how we read the humanitarian approach, it serves as a most timely 

reminder in one regard: We need some good news on the disarmament front, in 

order to increase the likelihood of a substantive consensus outcome in 2015.  

 

4. We need fresh ideas and thinking out of the box.  

We have to think thoroughly about the implications of further cuts. As some papers 

correctly point out, reducing nuclear arsenals has implications, e.g. for the role of 

nuclear weapons in defense doctrines. Which elements are needed to envisage 

renouncing a first-strike capability? How to transform both arsenals and role in such a 

way that only a counterstrike-capability remains possible?  

 

All of us who followed the run up to Chicago in 2012 remember quite well how difficult 

questions concerning declaratory policy can be. Hence, new ideas in this field are 

highly appreciated.  

 

A next round of arms control should include also substrategic nuclear weapons. You 

pay special attention to the challenging question how to get a dialogue on this issue 

started. To date, substrategic nuclear weapons have not been included in any formal 

Arms Control Agreement. Many would argue that this is also the best definition one 

can suggest with respect to these weapons.  

 

As pointed out in the paper “Nuclear Non-Transparency and the “Habits of Secrecy”, 

NATO is preparing a set of reciprocal transparency proposals. In this context, the 

German government works on another seminar to break the ice, also as a follow-up 

to the excellent workshop many of you attended in Warsaw.  

 

In spite of the difficult circumstances it is imperative to tackle these issues. The issue 

of “Deep cuts” strongly resonates with the general public in this country. It is also an 

issue where perceptions differ somewhat within the Alliance, for historical and 

psychological reasons. Germany is leading on this issue. But we cannot and do not 
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want to act alone. 

 

In the paper just mentioned the authors state: “Nuclear transparency is a function of 

the level of trust between countries”. This is absolutely true, not only with respect to 

substrategic nuclear weapons and transparency. The problems besetting 

disarmament and arms control in general are a mirror of the lack of trust.  

 

Cold War habits are more difficult to get rid of than one would have hoped. There is 

still a tendency to interpret any new development as a challenge to Global Stability, 

as an attempt to change the balance of power. Some of these concerns are 

understandable, some strike me as somewhat out of date. At any rate, dialogue is of 

the essence!  

 

In this context, one might even ask the somewhat unorthodox question whether it 

could not pay off to at least think about the possibility of forging ahead unilaterally.  

 

Negotiated cuts, as President Obama said, would be the preferred option. But we 

had unilateral cuts in the past, e.g. the so-called Presidential Nuclear Initiatives, albeit 

in a cooperative context. The onus would then be on everybody to follow suit or face 

massive criticism. Einstein, who is often quoted in arms control, also said that we 

cannot solve a problem by sticking to the mode of thought which led to the problem in 

the first place.  

 

I am convinced that this Workshop and the ensuing work of the Deep Cuts 

Commission will also help to lead to a better understanding of where we are and 

where we need to go. I wish you the very best of success and look forward to the 

results of your important work! 

 

Thank you 

 


